In the same way pheromone tables in ACO allow fast routes to score a higher chance of being selected whilst the less optimal route scores a low chance of being selected. This paper proposes an improved ant colony optimiza tion(IACO) with a new pheromone updating rule that can integrate the global feature and the local feature, a mutation operation and the 2-opt exchange for the CNRP. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the mathematical model for CNRP. In Section 3, we present the IACO with ant-weight strategy and the mutation operation.
Some computational results are discussed in Section IV and lastly, the conclusions are provided in Section V.
II. COMMUNICATION NETWORK ROUTING PROBLEM
The CNRP is described as a weighted graph G (t) (V(t),E(t)) where V(t) and E(t) are node set and edge set at time t,respectively. Nodes are located on a two-dimensional field and move in the field. A node VI E V(t) has a distinct identifier I DV,. Each node has the same communication range [5] . We assume that, with the availability of the GP S, it is possible for a node to know its global position, the velocity and direction of its movement, and the global time.
An ant is an autonomous agent that can migrate from one node to another on the network. An ant can migrate between two nodes just like transfer of a packet. That iS,an agent that starts its movement from a node VI to V2 at time t arrives at V2 at time t + 62 only when V2 continues to be a neighbor of u during the period from t to t + 62, where 62 represents migration delay between the nodes. Each node VI is provided with a whiteboard, i.e., a local storage where the node u and ants on u can write, read and erase information. Access to a whiteboard is done exclusively: when multiple ants on a node execute their operations, the operations are sequentially executed in an arbitrary order.
In this paper, we consider a routing problem in commu nication network. We assume that a source node knows the identifier of a destination node to send a packet. The goal of the problem is to construct one or more robust paths from a source to a destination node and to deliver data packets to the destination along the paths.
III. IMPROVED ACO FOR CNRP

A. Generation of solutions
Using ACO whose colony scale is P, an individual ant simulates a source node, and its route is constructed by incrementally selecting destination node until all nodes have been visited. The nodes, which were already visited by an ant or violated its capacity constraints, are stored in the infeasible node list (tabu).
The decision making about combining customers is based on a probabilistic rule taking into account both the visibility and the pheromone information. Thus, to select the next customer j for the kth ant at the ith node, the ant uses the following probabilistic formula.
(1) otherwise.
where Pij (k) is the probability of choosing to combine nodes i and j on the route, Tij the pheromone density of edge (i, j), rlij the visibility of edge (i, j), ex and f3 the relative influence of the pheromone trails and the visibility values, respectively and tabuk is the set of the infeasible nodes for the kth ant.
B. Mutation operation
The idea of the mutation operation is to randomly mutate the traversed links and hence produce a new solution that is not very far from the source node. In this paper, the mutation operator is designed to conduct packet according to quality of the path such as its number of hops and communication delay.
The steps for the mutation operation are as follows: Step I I) Select the two paths from the selected parent solution and select the mutating points from the each mutating path.
2) Exchange the destination node in the different paths and generate the child solution.
3) Ensure the child solution local optimality. The 2-opt is applied to improve the mutated paths in child solution.
Finally, the representation and the paths of the mutated child solution is achieved.
Each route of the solution is mutated with a certain prob ability F m. Usually, the diversity of the solution is large at the beginning of a run and decreases with the time. We adapt the mutation rate during a run to promote a fast convergence to good solutions during the first generations and to introduce more diversity for escaping from local optima during later stages. The mutation probability at the generation t is Fm(t) = F;:: i n + (F;:: ax -F mi n m) l-t/T 
D. Update of pheromone information
The updating of the pheromone trails is a key element to the adaptive learning technique of ACO and the improvement of future solutions [4] . First, Pheromone updating is conducted by reducing the amount of pheromone on all edges in order to simulate the natural evaporation of the pheromone and to ensure that no one path becomes too dominant. This is done with the following pheromone updating equation,
where TIjew is the pheromone on the edge (i, j) after updating, T i j ld the one before updating, p the constant that controls the • Simulation Speed -1,000 tick pis • Total calls to make -5000
• Maximum concurrent calls -60
• Node capacity -35
• Call duration -170 The length (in ticks) of a call
• Reduce I/O -bypasses the network visualization to in crease simulation speed
• Return on connection -returns the node immediately to source after connection
Average number of hops 
6000
The first test contains two simulations as Figure 2 shows.
• Simulation 1-simple ACO algorithm.
• Simulation 2-IACO. th call. This can be identified by a label and follows with a decline of average hops by almost 2.
B. Loop elimination
Before an Ant returns back to its source node, an optimiza tion technique of loop elimination can be invoked. As shown in Figure 3 , the problem with loops is that they can receive several times the amount of pheromone than they should, leading to the problem of self re-enforcing loops.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a new IACO routing algorithm for communication networks. In our algorithm, each ant evaluates the quality of a route for its pheromone. 
